SURFACE NEUTRALIZING, CLEANING & WOOD TONING PRODUCTS
HOODSOLV® WASH THINNER

HOODSOLV® DEWAXER /SILICONE WASH

A unique blend of solvents that in combination effectively clean wood and metal surfaces upon stripping
and prep for new stain and finish. Use on fine antiques
or wherever water cannot be or should not be used
for neutralizing after stripping. Gives the wood that
squeaky clean look. Will also pull most dye stains out
of the wood grain. Non-grain raising. Gentle on the
hands, though use of gloves is highly recommended.
Not suitable for thinning of lacquers or other finishes.
90401
90405
90455

Gal
Pail
55 Gal Drum

Preps an existing finish to accept an overcoat. Dewaxes,
cleans and removes silicone and polishes from furniture, wood or metal without effecting or removing the
existing finish. Removes grease, oil, grime, silicone,
waxes and polishes which typically cause fish-eyes
and orange peel. Will not attack a lacquer finish,
varnish, shellac or a polyurethane, nor most
water-based finishes. Simply wipe or brush onto the
surface to be cleaned, let dwell for a few minutes then
wipe clean with a clean, lint-free rag. May have to be
used in conjunction with 3/0, 4/0 steel wool or a fine
scrubbing pad then wiped clean with a clean, lint-free
rag. No neutralization required. Non-flammable.

$14.95

10401
10405

HOODSOLV® AFTERWASH-103

Premium grade Wash Thinner providing benefits over
and above to our Wash Thinner above. Reduces "wet
spots" and "sweating" during refinishing. Can be used for
thinning of lacquers as well, thus cost effective in reducing the need for two separate products. Often minimizes
sanding as well. Non-grain raising.
Gal
$14.95
Pail
55 Gal Drum

10301
10305
10355

PURGE-ALL™ DIRT, STAIN, SILICONE REMOVER
Phosphate free, Green Technology™ Formula
cleaner. A must for any furniture refinisher to clean
raw or stripped wood, or for prepping an existing
finish for refinishing. Contains no Superior cleaner
to TSP. Leaves the furniture squeaky clean by effectively removing grease, oily film, dirt and silicone
contaminates from polishes. For optimum results,
use a scrubbing brush or coarse scrubbing pad when
cleaning after stripping. removes stain and silicones
while neutralizing, thus eliminating "fish-eyes" and
"wet spots" upon refinishing. Mixes with water like
TSP. Please followed label directions to avoid
finishing problems after use.
42800
42801
42805

OXALIC ACID

Quart
Gallon
Pail

FISH-EYES REMOVER/DEWAXER (Non-Hazardous)

A MUST PRODUCT FOR ANY FURNITURE REFINISHER
This Green Technology™ Formula product cleans and dewaxes by emulsification rather than by solvency, thus rids off silicone contamination and waxes often
much better. Since silicones from polishes that cause fish-eyes and orange peel
are insoluble in any solvent, they can be removed
only through emulsification by using this product in
conjunction with a stiff brush, or course scrubbing
pad. Should fish-eyes appear upon application of
finish or sealer, let the finish or sealer dry overnight,
then wet sand with this product at full strength and
wipe clean with a rag. Neutralize after use with
dampaned rag of denatured alcohol or rubbing
alcohol. Non-hazardous.
42900
42901
42905

Pure denatured alcohol. Excellent in wood prep
cleaning and moisture removal in finishing and
refinishing. When applied liberly at full strenght on
tight grain woods, it opens up the grain to allow deaper
penetration of a stain thus increased color intensity.
90701
90705

WOOD TONER

Gallon
Pail

Restores clarity and "back to nature" natural look of the wood patina caused by
elevated pH type finish removers or weathering. Does not bleach the wood,
rather restores the natural color that has darkened due to weathering or
after stripping with an highly alkaline stripper.
For best results, dissolve 4 to 8 oz per gallon of
warm water then apply by spray, brush or wipe
on and let dwell on the surface to do its work.
Supplied in powder form.

CAUTION! DO NOT INTERMIX OXALIC
ACID WITH ANY OTHER PRODUCT.
MIX ONLY WITH WATER! CORROSIVE!
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$ 9.95
$19.95
$69.00

Quart
Gallon
5 Gal Pail

DENATURED ALCOHOL

$12.95
$29.95
$99.95

19899
19801
19800

$15.95
$69.95

Gal
Pail

Quart
Gal Container
55# Bag

$10.95
$21.95
$99.95

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-229-0934

$15.95
$69.95

HOODBLEACH™- 192 STAIN-AWAY

A highly effective aniline dye stain remover from
wood. Apply repeatedly until the desired color has
been achieved. Use full strength or dilute 1 to 1 with
warm to hot water to open the grain and pull out the
stain. Use in conjunction with medium grade steel wool
or scrubbing pad. Must be neutralized with tap water
prior to finishing or refinishing. CORROSIVE LIQUID.
19200
19201

Quart
Gallon

